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This PDF invoice template is designed with ballot-based photographers. List of photography services or products provided, related expenses and the total amount due. Add a business logo and payment terms to the template for a simple and professional photo invoice. Download Photo Invoice Excel Template | PDF Legal Invoice Model -
Google Sheet Account Customers for Legal Services with this lawyer invoice template. Include your hourly rate, a description of legal services, relevant case information, and payment instructions. The template automatically calculates the total amount due. Download Legal Invoice Template - Google Notary Sheets Public Invoice - Google
Sheets This template provides an easy invoice for notary services as witnesses of a document signature. Hours and values are displayed for the completed task, and a section is included to write a brief overview of the notary services provided. Include a payment date and other terms to encourage timely shipping. Download the public
notary invoice - Google Sheet Contractor Progress Payment Template - Excel Use this construction invoice template for periodic contractor payments on a work in progress. A sheet in the template shows a summary of previous payments, job changes, and the current amount due. The template also includes a detailed list of standard
work items for a construction project, the completion status for each and the cost. This can also be used as a subcontractor invoice template. Download Contractor Progress Payment Standard Excel | Smartsheet Download Subcontractor Progress Payment Standard - Excel Hydraulic Invoice Template Designed with plumbers in mind, this
invoice template provides modules for enumerating materials used, labor costs, tax rates, and total costs. Include details, such as model numbers and serial numbers, or customize the template to include relevant information about a specific plumbing job. You can also add payment terms or warranty information. Download the Excel
Hydraulic Invoice Template | Automatic PDF Invoice Template - Excel list job completed for automatic repair or maintenance, parts used, and detailed costs in this car invoice template. The invoice provides customers with detailed information about the services provided for billing purposes, as well as accurate record keeping. Customize
the template by adding a business logo and contact information. Get an automatic invoice template - Excel power units can use this template to invoice customers for a wide range of events. The template provides modules for adding event details and registering feed services. Include item prices for cost analysis along with a grand total
and payment instructions for creating a complete feed invoice. Download Excel Feed Invoice Template | Word Freelance Invoice Template - Google Sheets Create a personal invoice template for freelance jobs that displays a project overview, services provided, hourly charges, and fees due. This is a Google Sheet Invoice that calculates
and total costs, which save time for freelancers and provide customers with an easy-to-read bill. Include a payment date and other instructions to reduce processing time. Get a freelance invoice template - Google Independent Sheet Contractor Invoice Template - Excel businesses can provide independent contractors with whom they
work with an employee invoice template that describes the work performed, tracks completed hours, and calculates due charges based on an hourly rate. If a contractor has to charge per project and not hourly, simply edit the invoice to display project costs, not hourly values. A signature section for authorization is provided at the bottom
of the template. Download an Excel Independent Contractor Invoice Template | Freelance PDF Author Invoice Template - Word Create a polished invoice for independent authoring assignments. This template offers a simple and professional design that you can update with your own color scheme, business information, and work details.
Give customers a summary of completed pension tasks, amounts due, and payment terms. Download the Free Author Invoice Template - Word Advisor Invoice Template - Excel Advisors can charge for services and other expenses using this simple invoice template. Create a detailed list of advisory services, hourly charges, and other
charges, and the template will calculate the total cost. The room is included for the addition of terms and conditions or payment instructions. Download Excel Advisor Invoice Template | PDF Landscaping Invoice Template - Excel This landscaping invoice separates labor costs from materials so that customers can see a detailed collection
of tasks performed and costs accrued. You can also include a brief project description or overview of landscaping services. If necessary, there are also fields to add tax. Download the standard landscaping invoice - Excel painting invoice template - Excel Depending on the size and type of painting work, you may have many products to
charge in addition to the labor cost. This template allows you to report individual values for color and other materials, as well as total costs based on the quantities used. Remove any previous deposit to provide customers with the balance due. Download Painting Invoice Template - Excel Pest Control Invoice This pest control invoice has
sections to describe the work completed, including the type of harmful organism it is targeting, the sites that are and the chemicals used. A note section is included to add recommendations for future treatments, inspection findings, or a work summary. This invoice can be used for residential or commercial pest control operations.
Download Excel Pest Control Invoice | Web PDF Design Invoice Template Give clients a Web site invoice template that displays design services and related tasks. This is a Microsoft Word template with a simple layout that can be easily modified. List of services, hours, prices, total costs, business and any additional notes for a full
invoice. Download Web Word Design Invoice Template | GRAPHIC PDF Invoice Template This invoice template provides an organized and clean format for posting graphic design tasks. Add your own design glow for a custom look. The template makes it easy for customers to see the hours and costs of the project, as it provides detailed
information and a quick overview of the overall work completed. Download Word Graphic Design Invoice Template | Standard Medical Invoice PDF - Word This standard invoice can be useful for various health professionals, including medical providers, acupuncturists and physiotherapists. Provide patients with a description of the
services provided, insurance information, amount due and payment options. This printable invoice is formatted for easy mail. Download Medical Invoice Standard - Word Handyman Invoice Standard - Word This basic invoice for handyman services provides blank modules for importing materials used, work details, and labor costs. Report
each expense to give customers a detailed record of the completed task. Add payment instructions and any other terms and conditions for clarity. Download handyman invoice template - Word Truck Invoice Template - Word This truck invoice template displays mileage, shipping and delivery information, fees and total costs. Signature
lines are included for authorization, and you can also list the value of the property and the damages. Create a shipment invoice template that can be reused for various goods. Download Truck Invoice Template - Word Load Invoice Template - Excel Use this load invoice template for cargo shipped by ship, aircraft, or train, not by truck. Edit
the template to provide the appropriate details about the shipping method, destination, and cargo type. Describe the content of the shipment along with pricing, weight and total cost. Download the load invoice template - Excel Cleaning Invoice Template - Excel Give customers a complete list of cleaning services provided, with detailed
costs for work, commissions, taxes and additional charges. You can add your own terms of work or payment, as well as notes and reminders for customers. Customize the invoice with the company logo and contact information. Download Cleaning Invoice Template - Excel Electric Invoice Template - Word Designed for Electrical Tasks,
this invoice provides sections for a site description, property owner details, a summary and parts used. Report the cost for materials and work so customers can see the costs for each item. This standard can be used by small businesses or independent electricians. Download the standard electric invoice - Word Child Invoice Template -
Excel Day care centers and other childcare providers can use this invoice to track the dates and times of participation and calculate the amount due for a given period. Sections are provided to add billing address, child information, billing and payment terms. An invoice is included for keeping organized records. Get Child Care Invoice
Template - Excel Towing Invoice Template Use this basic template to charge for truck towing services. Sections include vehicle description and registration information, pick-up and delivery locations, and a description of towing fees. Include customer contact information and towing to ensure clear communication. Download the Excel
Towing Invoice Template | PDF Computer Repair Invoice Template This invoice displays a summary of computer repairs, as well as pricing and total cost, and also includes space to add terms and conditions or warranty information. Additionally, you can add notes about the services provided or reminders for computer maintenance.
Download Excel Desktop Repair Invoice Template | PDF Invoice Movement Template - Word move tasks can include large shipments, travel time, and work costs. Use this template to list hourly rates, mileage, and any other expenses. Movers can provide customers with a summary of prices, the work completed and the final amount due.
Download Invoice Move Template - Word Hotel Invoice Template - Word This template can be used as an invoice or receipt for hotel services. Includes sections to record arrival and departure dates, number and type of guests, services provided and total charges. Hotels can provide guests with a detailed invoice and receive documents
for their own record-keeping. Download the Hotel Invoice Template - Word Car Rental Invoice Template - Excel This car rental invoice shows business and customer information, details about the car being rented, and the distance and duration of the trip. You can edit the template to calculate prices per hour or day and add any additional
charges to the total. Attach the invoice to the car rental terms and conditions to provide customers with a complete package. Download the car rental invoice template - Excel Excel
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